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Abstract. Education sector, Business field ,Medical domain and Social Media, huge amounts of data in
a single day . Mining this data can provide a lot of meaningful insights on how to improve user experience
in social media, users engage in these domains collect and cherish the data as they hope to find patterns
and trends and the golden nuggets that help them to accomplish their goal. For example: How to improve
student learning; how to increase business profitability; how to improve user experience in social media;
and how to heal patients and assists hospital administrators. Action Rule Mining mines actionable patterns
which are hidden in various datasets. Action Rules provide actionable suggestions on how to change the
state of an object from an existing state to a desired state for the benefit of the user. There are two major
frameworks in the literature of Action Rule mining namely Rule-Based method where the extraction of
Action Rules is dependent on the pre-processing step of classification rule discovery and Object-Based
method where it extracts the Action Rules directly from the database without the use of classification
rules. Hybrid Action rule mining approach combines both these frameworks and generates complete set
of Action Rules. The hybrid approach shows significant improvement in terms computational performance
over the Rule-Based and Object-Based approach. In this work we propose a novel Modified Hybrid Action
rule method with Partition Threshold Rho, which further improves the computational performance with
large datasets.

Keywords: Actionable Patterns, Action Rules, Emotion Detection, Data Mining, Rule-Based, Object-
Based.

1 Introduction

Data science emphasises on various techniques to extract some surprising,very interest-
ing,and unknown knowledge patterns from massive data.These techniques embrace the
relationship of data objects with other objects (Clustering) or classes (Classification) to
unwrap useful patterns in the data. One of the simple data mining method is the rule based
learning that identifies, learns,or develops ’rules’ to store, operate or apply. Association
Rules and Decision are the few fragments of rule-based methods that actually generates
rules to associate patterns and classify data respectively. In general, we constitute rules as
given in Equation 1, where the antecedent is a conjunction of conditions and the consequent
is the resulting pattern in the given data for the given conditions in antecedent.

condition(s)→ result(s) (1)
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Action rule is the knowledge extraction technique developed in context to advocate
possible transitions for an individual to move from one state to another. For example,
recommending the business to improve customer satisfaction [1] and sentiment analysis
on Twitter [2]. Action rules follow the representation, similar to Equation 1, as given in
Equation 2, where Ψ represents a conjunction of stable features, (α → β) represents a
conjunction of changes in values of flexible features and (θ → φ) represents desired change
in decision action which is beneficial to the user.

[(Ψ) ∧ (α→ β)]→ (θ → φ) (2)

Action Rules recommending Actionable pattern are prone to acquire definite form of
cost to the user [3], [4]. Cost for actions in Action Rules include time, energy, money,
or human resources. Actions being recommended can cause both positive(benefits) and
negative(loses) effects for users [5]. Thus, Action Rules recommendations system should
take on low cost to the users to make them plausible actions. The existing approaches
[6–9] do not consider the cost effectiveness for recommendations. In [3] [10], the concept
of cost of the Action Rules is introduced and refined. Searching for the low cost Action
Rules from huge dataset can really be very time consuming and will require a distributed
and scalable approach for extracting them in a practicable timeframe.

Distributed Processing frameworks like Hadoop [11] and Spark [12] have been intro-
duced to make data mining and big data processing faster and easier. These frameworks
distribute the data among nodes in a cluster of computers. The data processing work is
distributed among the multiple nodes, each of which on their part of the data performs
computations . Finally, when all nodes finish executing their own tasks, the results are
merged together to present the final result. In this work, we use Apache Spark [12] frame-
work for implementing a scalable solution to the proposed Action Graph method, and
make it suitable for big data. Spark provides APIs such as GraphX [13] for a productive
parallel processing in large graphs.

In this paper we focus on hierarchically structured recommender system to improve
the efficiency of a company’s growth engine. The NPS dataset used for this research
contains answers to a set of questionnaire sent to a randomly chosen groups of customers.
It covers 34 companies called clients. The purpose of the questionnaire is to check customer
satisfaction in using services of these companies which have repair shops all involved
in a similar type of business (fixing heavy equipment). These shops are located in 29
states in the US and Canada. Some of the companies have their shops located in more
than one state. They can compete with each other only if they target the same group of
customers. The performance of a company is evaluated using the Net Promoter System
(NPS). For that purpose, the data from the completed questionnaires are stored in NPS
datasets. They focus on 34 such datasets, one for each company. Knowledge extracted from
them, especially action rules and their triggers, can be used to build recommender systems
giving hints to companies how to improve their NPS ratings.Author believes larger the
datasets ,higher is the knowledge extracted from them. Authors [14] present the concept
of semantic similarity between companies. More semantically similar the companies are,
the knowledge extracted from their joined NPS datasets has higher accuracy and coverage.
The hierarchically structured recommender system is a collection of recommender systems
organized as a tree. Lower the nodes in the tree, more specialized the recommender systems
are and the same the classifiers and action rules used to build their recommendation engines
have higher precision and accuracy.
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In this paper, we propose an extension to our previous work on distributed actionable
pattern mining with Spark [15]. We extract actions rules from the business and survey
datasets, that help to obtain better , desirable outcome for future.

In this work, we focus on Opinion Mining from Text to suggest Actionable Recom-
mendations. The Actionable Patterns may suggest ways to alter the user’s sentiment or
emotion to a more positive or desirable state. We extract action rules from business data
and student survey data. Action Rule Mining literature consists of two major frameworks
namely: Rule-Based approach and Object-Based approach. In this work we focus on Hy-
brid Action Rule mining method, which combines the above two frameworks with the
advantage of scalability with large datasets. In this work we propose a new Modified Hy-
brid Action Rule [16] mining approach that improves the computational performance. We
propose a new Threshold Rho - which allows the user to choose the number of data par-
titions . This yields Faster Scalable processing. We are applying the method to Student
Survey Data, however this method can be used for Improving Customer Satisfaction as
well. We also aim to suggest ways to improve the Teaching Methods and Student Learn-
ing and also how to change detractors(Customers with Negative Emotions) to promoters(
Customers with Positive Emotions) in business . We implement and test our system in
Scalable Environment with BigData using the Apache Spark platform.

2 Related Work

Multiple techniques are proposed to discover action-rules, and actions rules are very im-
portant in modeling expert and domain knowledge, but there are few drawbacks, like the
problem of triggering those rules which is left exclusively to domain experts and Knowl-
edge. To trigger a specific rule on objects with meta-actions , they might as well trigger
transitions outside of the target action rule scope. Those additional transitions caused
by meta-actions are called side effects, which could be positive or negative. Negative side
effects could be ruinous in some domains such as healthcare. Authors in this paper [17],
try to reduce those negative side effects by extracting personalized action rules. They pro-
pose three object-grouping schemes with regards to same negative side effects to extract
personalized action rules for each object group. The authors indicate trusting personal-
ization is a very important aspect in filtering noise that skilled experts face when making
decisions.

The authors of the paper [18] provides an overview of a user-friendly NPS based
Recommender System for driving business revenue. This technique hierarchically designed
recommender system for improving NPS of clients that is driven mainly by action rules
and meta-actions. The paper presents main techniques used to build the data-driven sys-
tem, including data mining and machine learning techniques, such as action rules and
meta actions, hierarchical clustering, as well as visualization design. The system imple-
ments domain-specific sentiment analysis performed on comments collected within tele-
phone surveys with end customers. Advanced natural language processing techniques are
used including visualization, dependency analysis, aspect-based sentiment analysis, text
summarization and text parsing.

The Authors Kuang and et.al in their paper [19] proposes a new strategy to improve
NPS (Net Promoter Score) of certain companies called HAMIS. Those companies are in-
volved in heavy equipment repair in the US and Canada. HAMIS is based on the semantic
dendrogram built by using agglomerative clustering strategy and semantic distance be-
tween clients. More similar is the knowledge extracted from two clients,more close these
clients semantically are to each other. There dataset involves 34 clients located in differ-
ent areas across the United States as well as some parts of Canada. These clients provide
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similar services to over 25,000 customers. The dataset consists of three categories of values
which are collected from the questionnaire answered by randomly selected customers dur-
ing 2011 and 2012.Each company is represented by a dataset which is built from answers
to the questionnaire sent to a number of randomly chosen customers using services offered
by this company. Before knowledge is extracted from these datasets, each one is extended
by merging it with datasets which are close to it in the semantic dendrogram, have higher
NPS, and if classifiers extracted from them have higher FS-score. The authors explain that
by expanding datasets assigned to nodes of the dendrogram, recommender systems can
give clients more promising suggestion for improving their NPS score for their business.

The authors of paper [14] present preliminary results of a flexible hierarchically struc-
tured recommender system for improving NPS of a company in a global competitive mar-
ket. Clients are compare in terms of the similarity of their knowledge concerning the
meaning of three concepts: promoter, passive, and detractor. The recommendations are
based on action rules which are extracted from the datasets assigned to all nodes of the
dendrogram. The questionnaire sent to the customers allows them to enter statements in
the text format explaining their ratings. Information included in these statements helps
us to find triggers for action rules. The triggers are also called meta-actions [20], [21].

Kuang and Ras talk about building a recommender system in their paper [22] which
is driven by action rules and meta-actions for providing proper suggestions to improve
revenue of a group of clients (companies) involved with similar businesses. They collect
feedback from customers and use them as their dataset. The paper proposes a strategy to
classify and organize meta-actions in such a way that they can be applied most efficiently to
achieve desired goal. In their previous work, [14] they propose and implement the method
of mining meta-actions from customers’ reviews in text format. However they discover
action rules need more than one meta-action to be triggered. The way and the order of
executing triggers causes new problems due to the commonness, differential benefit and
applicability among sets of meta-actions.

Recently various domains like medicine [23], education [24], and business [25] started
adopting data science research in their respective problems. Many research studies have
focused on using the copious real world datasets for healthcare applications and decision
making using such knowledge extraction and data mining techniques [26]. For example,
in context to hospital readmission, researchers and scientists created a machine learn-
ing model to predict patient readmissions by considering some basic patient admission
characteristics and their billing codes [27]. Some emphasis on predicting the liklihood of
patient readmitting to the hospital, modelled as risk prediction, using Support Vector
Machines,Neural Networks, and Random Forests [28]. Similarly, there is a study on using
logistic regression to measure the relationship between early readmission and diabetes [29],
and a study on using a classic data mining technique like Support Vector Machine to pre-
dict readmission [30] using other features such as patient demographics,admission type,
disease type, and clinical procedures undertaken. There is an interesting study that came
into focus in the recent years related to designing a personalized procedure graphs,that
gives a probability on patient’s future procedure and recommend hospitals in making
decisions for a patient [31, 32].

Nowadays a systematic study has been conducted on developing different types of ma-
chine learning models, including both deep and non-deep ones, for business analytics, where
they aim to build the machine learning models upon include both knowledge-driven ones,
and data-driven features. Businesses also want to keep a good reputation and maintain
public trust.A new topic was being introduced related to Interpretability. For a relevant
example, one of the social media like Facebook uses model for maximizing digital ad rev-
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enue, which has inadvertently shown users offensive content or disinformation in recent
years. The solution would be for Facebook to look at why their model shows this content so
often, then commit to reducing it. Interpretability plays a crucial role here. These concepts
add value and practical benefits when businesses apply them. For starters, interpretability
can lead to better decision-making because when a model is tested in the real world, those
who developed it can observe its strengths and weaknesses.

In this work, we prefer to use rule based systems inorder to recommend various steps to
improve User’s emotions including Student Surveys and Customer’s Net Promoter Score
(NPS) for businesses . Rule based systems are one of the most commonly used machine
learning methods like regression, classification and association [33] because it is simple to
understand and easy to use. Action rules are such rule based systems that designed to
recommend actionable insights, for example recommendations for businesses to gain profit
by finding interesting actionable patterns in the data [34]. In the literature, action rules are
extracted using two different methods. First method is a rule based approach, in which first
the intermediate classification rules are extracted using efficient rule generation algorithms
such as LERS or ERID. From these extracted rules, action rules are generated with systems
like DEAR [6], which extracts Action Rules from two classification rules, or ARAS [7],
which extracts Action Rules using a single classification rule. Second method is object-
based approaches, in which the Action Rules are extracted directly from the given decision
table without involving any intermediary steps. Systems ARED [9] and Association Action
Rules [8] works in the object-based approach. Algorithms, except association action rules,
runs much faster with the aim of extracting rules that provides maximum benefits to the
user and extracts only limited recommendations.

Ras and Tzacheva [3] introduced the concept of cost and feasibility of Action Rules as
an interesting measure. They proposed a graph based method for extracting plausible and
low cost Action Rules. Ras and Tzacheva [3] proposed a heuristic search of new low cost
Action Rules, where objects supporting the new set of rules also supports the existing rule
set but the cost of reclassifying them is much lower for the new rules. Later, Tzacheva and
Tsay [10] proposed a tree based method for extracting low cost Action Rules.

Some research , apart from Action Rules has been done on extracting Actionable
knowledge. For example, Yang, et.al [35] considered Customer Attrition in Customer Re-
lationship Management (CRM) in telecommunications industry and the cost complexities
involved in gaining profit to all customers. They proposed a method that extract low cost
Actionable patterns for converting undesired customers to loyal ones while improving the
net profit of all customers. Karim and Rahman [36] proposed another method to extract
cost effective actionable patterns for customer attrition problem in post processing steps
of Decision Tree and Naive Bayes classifiers. Su, et.al [4] proposed a method to consider
positive benefits that occurs by following an Action Rule apart from all costs that incur
from the same rule. Cui, et.al [37] proposed to extract optimal actionable plans during post
processes of Additive Tree Model (ATM) classifier. These actionable patterns can actually
change the given input to a desired one with a minimum cost. Hu, et.al [38] proposed
an integrated framework to gather the cost minimal actions sets to provide support for
social projects stakeholders inorder to control risks involved in risk analysis and project
planning phases. Lately, Hu, et.al [39] developed an ensemble framework and cost sensitive
method to predict software project risk predictions and conducted large scale analysis over
60 models 327 real world project samples.

Due to the advent of big data, some research [21], [15], [40] started applying distributed
computing frameworks like MapReduce [11] and Spark [12], recently have been done to
extract actionable recommendation completely in a clustered setup. Bagavathi [21] pro-
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Table 1. Example Decision System T

X A B C D

x1 Y N N D1

x2 Y H Y D2

x3 Y H Y D1

x4 N N N D2

x5 N H N D1

x6 N N Y D2

x7 N H Y D2

x8 N H N D1

posed a method to distribute the data in random to multiple sites, combining results from
all sites and taking average on parameters like Support and Confidence. Bagavathi [15]
handle the load balancing by uniformly distributing the data into partitions based on the
decision attribute. Authors [40] introduces a new method of projecting the database into
smaller chunks, for handling data with large number of attributes, and extract action rules
from them effectively.

In this work we propose a Modified Hybrid Action Rule mining approach with Ad-
ditional Threshold Rho - for the Number of Partitions which further improves the com-
putational performance from our previous method that has only one threshold [16]. This
allows for Faster and more Scalable processing. We will apply our method to the Student
Survey Data , and NPS business data however this method can be used for as well. We
are focusing on our work to suggest ways to improve the Teaching and Student Learning
methods and also how to improve Customer Satisfaction , like the status change from
detractors(Customers with Negative Emotions) to promoters( Customers with Positive
Emotions) in business . We implement and test our system in Scalable Environment with
BigData using the Apache Spark platform.

3 Background

In this section, we give some basic idea about Decision system, Action Rules, Spark and
GraphX frameworks to understand out methodology.

3.1 Decision System

Consider a decision system given in Table 1

Information System can be represented as T = (X,A,V) where,

X is a nonempty, finite set of objects: X = {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8}
A is a nonempty, finite set of attributes: A = A,B,C,D and

Vi is the domain of attribute a which represents a set of values for attribute i|i ∈ A.
For example, VB = N,H.

An information system becomes Decision system, if A = ASt ∪ AFl ∪ d, where D is a
decision attribute. The user chooses the attribute d if they wants to extract desired action
from di : i ∈ Vd. ASt is a set of Stable Attributes and AFl is a set of Flexible Attributes. For
example, ZIPCODE is a Stable Attribute and User Ratings can be a Flexible Attribute.

Let us assume from Table 1 that C ∈ ASt. A, B ∈ AFl and D ∈ d. and the decision
maker desires Action Rules that triggers the decision attribute change from D1 to D2

throughout this paper for examples.
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3.2 Information System

Consider a information system given in table 2. Information system can be represented as
Z = (X,M, V )where,

X is set of objects {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8} in the system;
M is non-empty finite set of attributes {A,B,C,E, F,G,D};
V is the domain of attributes in M , for instance the domain of attribute B in the

system Z is {B1, B2, B3}.

Table 2. Information System Z

X A B C E F G D

x1 A1 B1 C1 E1 F2 G1 D1

x2 A2 B1 C2 E2 F2 G2 D3

x3 A3 B1 C1 E2 F2 G3 D2

x4 A1 B1 C2 E2 F2 G1 D2

x5 A1 B2 C1 E3 F2 G1 D2

x6 A2 B1 C1 E2 F3 G1 D2

x7 A2 B3 C2 E2 F2 G2 D2

x8 A2 B1 C1 E3 F2 G3 D2

The information system in table 2 becomes a Decision System if the attributes M are
classified into flexible attributes Mfl , stable attributes Mst and decision attributes d, M
= (Mst,Mfl, {d}).

From table 2 Mst = {A,B,C}, Mfl = {E,F,G}, and d = D.

3.3 Action Rules

In this subsection, we give definitions of action terms, action rules and the properties of
action rules [34]

Let T = (X,A ∪ d,V) be a decision system, where d is a decision attribute and V =
∪Vi : i ∈ A. Action terms can be given by the expression of (m,m1 → m2), where m ∈ A
and m1,m2 ∈ Vm. m1 = m2 if m ∈ ASt. In that case, we can simplify the expression as
(m,m1) or (m = m1). Whereas, m1 6= m2 if m ∈ AFl

Action Rules can take the form of t1 ∩ t2 ∩ .... ∩ tn, where ti is an atomic action or
action term and the Action Rule is a conjunction of action terms to achieve the desired
action based on attribute D. Example Action Rule is given below: (a, a1 → a2).(b, b1 →
b2) −→ (D,D1 → D2)

Properties of Action Rules Action Rules are considered interesting based on the
metrics such as Support, Confidence, Coverage and Utility. Higher these values, more
interesting they are to the end user.

Consider an action rule R of form:
(Y1 → Y2) −→ (Z1 → Z2) where,
Y is the condition part of R
Z is the decision part of R
Y1 is a set of all left side action terms in the condition part of R
Y2 is a set of all right side action terms in the condition part of R
Z1 is the decision attribute value on left side
Z2 is the decision attribute value on right side
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In [34], the support and confidence of an action rule R is given as
Support(R) = min{card(Y1 ∩ Z1), card(Y2 ∩ Z2)}

Confidence(R) = [ card(Y1∩Z1)
card(Y1)

] · [ card(Y2∩Z2)
card(Y2)

]

Later, Tzacheva et.al [10] proposed a new set of formula for the calculation of Support
and Confidence of Action Rules. Their idea is to reduce the complexities in searching data
several times for Support and Confidence of an Action Rule. The new formula are given
below.

Support(R) = {card(Y2 ∩ Z2)

Confidence(R) = [ card(Y2∩Z2)
card(Y2)

]

Tzacheva et. al [10] also introduced a concept of utility for Action Rules. Utility of
Action Rules takes a following form. For most of cases Utility of Action Rules equals the
Old Confidence of the same Action Rule.

Utility(R) = [ card(Y1∩Z1)
card(Y1)

]
Coverage of an Action Rule means that how many decision from values, from the entire

decision system S, are being fully covered by all extracted Action Rules. In other words,
using the extracted Action Rules, Coverage defines how many data records in the decision
system can successfully transfers from Z1 to Z2

3.4 Cost of Action Rules

Generally, there is a cost associated with changing an attribute value from one class
to another class- the more desirable one. The cost is a subjective measure, in a sense
that domain knowledge from the experts or user in the field is necessary in order to
determine the costs associated with taking the actions. Costs could be moral,monetary,
or a combination of the two. For example,changing the marital status from ’married’ to
’divorced’ has a moral cost; whereas ,lowering the interest percent rate for a customer is
a monetary cost for the bank; in addition to any monetary costs which may be incurred
in the process. Feasibility is an objective measure, i.e. domain independent.

According to the cost of actions associated with the classification part of the action
rules, a business user may be unable or unwilling to proceed with them.

The definition of cost was introduced by Tzacheva and Ras [3] as follows:
Assume that S = (X,A, V ) is an information system. Let Y ⊆ X, b ∈ A is a flexible

attribute in S and v1, v2 ∈ Vb are its two values. By ℘S(b, v1 → v2) we mean a number
from (0, ω] which describes the average cost of changing the attribute value v1 to v2 for
any of the qualifying objects in Y . These numbers are provided by experts. Object x ∈ Y
qualifies for the change from v1 to v2, if b(x) = v1. If the above change is not feasible, then
we write ℘S(b, v1 → v2) = ω. Also, if ℘S(b, v1 → v2) < ℘S(b, v3 → v4), then we say that
the change of values from v1 to v2 is more feasible than the change from v3 to v4. Assume
an action rule r of the form:

(b1, v1 → w1) ∧ (b2, v2 → w2) ∧ . . . ∧ (bp, vp → wp)⇒ (d, k1 → k2)

If the sum of the costs of the terms on the left hand side of the action rule is smaller
than the cost on the right hand side, then we say that the rule r is feasible.

3.5 Meta Action

As an action rule can be seen as a set of atomic actions that need to be made happen
for achieving the expected result, meta-actions are the actual solutions that should be
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Table 3. Meta-actions Influence Matrix for S

a b d

M1, M2, M3 (b1 → b2) (d1 → d2)

M1, M3, M4 (a2) (b2 → b3)

M5 (a1) (b2 → b1) (d2 → d1)

M2, M4 (b2 → b3) (d1 → d2)

M1, M5, M6 (b1 → b3) (d1 → d2)

executed to trigger the corresponding atomic actions, Table 3 below shows an example of
influence matrix which describes the relationships between the meta-actions and atomic
actions influenced by them.

3.6 Spark

Spark [12] is a framework that is quite similar to MapReduce [11] to process large quantity
of data in a parallel fashion. Spark introduces a distributed memory abstraction strategy
called Resilient Distributed Datasets(RDD) that can perform in-memory computations on
nodes distributed in a cluster. Results of each operation are then stored in memory itself,
which can be accessed for future processes and analyses, which in-turn creates another
RDD. Thus, Spark cuts-off the larger number of disk accesses for storing intermediate
outputs like in Hadoop MapReduce. Spark functions in two stages: 1. Transformation,
2. Action. During the Transformation stage, computations are made on data splits and
results are stored in the worker nodes memory as RDD. While the Action stage on an RDD
collect results from all the workers and send it to the driver node or save the results to
a storage unit. With RDDs Spark helps machine learning algorithms to skip innumerable
disk access during iterations.

4 Dataset Description

To test our methods, we use two datasets: Student Survey Data [16], and the Net Promoter
Score dataset data [18].

Student survey data aims to evaluate student emotions and overall satisfaction with
course teaching methods and group work experience. The survey is designed to get mean-
ingful insights on students’ feelings towards the Active Learning methods and other factors
that can help students in their learning process. The data is collected in the courses which
implement the Active Learning methods and teaching style. This survey dataset contains
50 attributes. The original data contains 549 instances and 59 attributes. Data is col-
lected in classes employing Active Learning methods to assess student opinions about
their learning experience in the years 2019, 2020. The data size on disk is 59 Kilobytes.
For scalability purpose to test the performance of our proposed method with BigData, we
replicate the original Student Survey Data 100 times. The replicated dataset has a total
of 54900 instances. Size on disk is 5.815 Megabytes.

We also used a sample of Net Promoter Score dataset [18] for our experiments. The
NPS (Net Promoter Score) dataset is collected customer feedback data related to heavy
equipment repair. The entire dataset consists of 38 companies, located in multiple sites
across the whole United States as well as several parts of Canada. Overall, there are about
340,000 customers surveyed in the database over time span of 2011-2015. Customers were
randomly selected to answer a questionnaire which was specifically designed to collect
information relevant to NPS (structured into so-called ”benchmarks”). All the responses
from customers were saved into database with each question (benchmark) as one feature
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in the dataset. Benchmarks include numerical scores (0-10) on certain aspects of service:
e.g. if job done correctly, are you satisfied with the job, likelihood to refer, etc. The dataset
also contains customer details (name, contact, etc.) and service details (company, invoice,
type of equipment repaired, etc.). The decision attribute in the dataset is PromoterStatus
which labels each customer as either promoter, passive or detractor. The decision problem
here is to improve customer satisfaction / loyalty as measured by Net Promoter Score.
The goal of applying action rules to solve the problem is to find minimal sets of actions
so that to ”reclassify” customer from ”Detractor” to ”Promoter” and the same improve
NPS.

For our experiments, we used survey given by customers for 2 companies over the year
of 2015. We have used 17-california and 30-35 datasets for our method. Each of NPS data
consists of around 1500 unique surveys from multiple customers with around 25 unique
questions. The original data for 17-california contains 547 instances and 23 attributes and
the dataset for company 30-35 contains 3335 instances and 23 attributes.

5 Methodology

In our paper, we propose Action Rule extraction techniques to generate action rules. graph-
based method to search for optimal low cost Action Rules.In this section, the algorithm
for Action Rules are described wisely.

5.1 Distributed Action rules extraction algorithm

In this work,for the extraction technique we focused on distributed Association Action
Rules [40] in order to extract the actionable knowledge from big data using Spark frame-
work. Association Action Rules method is not appropriate for big data due to high di-
mensional data and lacks efficiency in run time. By using the vertical data partitioning
technique as proposed in [40], we create partitions of data sets by splitting the data accord-
ing by attributes in a high dimension data. We perform Association Action Rule extraction
algorithm on each partitions of data in parallel, which allows much faster computational
time for Association Action Rules extraction in Cloud platforms.

Association Action Rules algorithm is quite similar to Association Rules extraction
algorithm with the A-priori method [41]. Association Rules find patterns that occur most
frequently together in the given data set. The most popular algorithm for extracting
Association Rules is Apriori algorithm [42]. Apriori algorithm starts with 2 element pattern
and continues n iterations until it finds the n element patterns, where n is the number
of attribute in the given data set. Sample Association rule, that means when a pattern
a1 ∩ b2 occur together in the data, pattern c1 ∩ d2 also occurs in the same data, are given
below.

Figure 1 presents an example vertical data partitioning with the sample Decision sys-
tem in Table 1. The actionable knowledge extraction algorithm runs separately on each
data partition, does transformations like map(), flatmap() functions and combine results
with join() and groupBy() operations. We later combine action rules from different parti-
tions to get the final set of action rules.

5.2 Vertical Split - Data Distribution for Scalable Association Action Rules

Authors Bagavathi et al. [40] in method 2 propose the extraction of Action Rules basically
by splitting the data in vertical order, which is in contrast to traditional horizontal split,
which is performed by parallel processing systems. This method follow Association Action
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Fig. 1. Example Vertical Data Distribution for Table 1

Rules [8] which is based on iterative method to extract all the possible action rules.To
overcome the expense and computational complexity , the authors in [40] proposed vertical
data split method for parallel processing along with faster computation. In this method,
the data is split in vertical order into 2 or more partitions, with each partition having
only a small subset of larger attributes. Fig. 1explains the example of Data partitioning
using Vertical Data Distribution in Distributed Action rules extraction algorithm,the first
section of methodology.

5.3 Hybrid Action Rule Mining

There is a disadvantage of computing preexisting decision rules in generating the Ac-
tion Rule by Rule-Based method using LERS [43] .The process requires complete set of
attributes which is difficult to implement in distributed cloud environment.

We can implement the Object-Based method in distributed cloud environment by
splitting the data vertically[40], where subsets of the attributes are taken for scalability.
However, since this method is iterative it takes longer time to process huge datasets.

This approach-Hybrid Action Rule mining [44] combines the Rule-Based and Object-
Based methods to generate complete set of Action Rules. It provides better performance
and scalability for large datasets,in compare to Iterative Association Action Rule approach.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is given bellow in the Fig. 2.

The Algorithm approaches with the Information System as follows. The information
system in table 2 contains the following attributes: flexible Pfl , stable Pst and decision d,
P = (Pst, Pfl, {d}). From table 2 Pst = {A,B,C}, Pfl = {E,F,G}, and d = D.

The following example re-directs the decision attribute D from d2 → d1. The algorithm
Fig. 2. to extract the classification rules that are certain initially uses the LERS method
and then generates Action Rule schema as given in the following equations “ 3” ,“ 4”.

[B1 ∧ C1 ∧ (F,→ F1) ∧ (G,→ G1)]→ (D,D2 → D1). (3)

[(E,→ E1)]→ (D,D2 → D1). (4)

The algorithm then creates sub-table for each of the Action Schema. For example “ 3”,
generates the following sub-table shown in table 4.
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Fig. 2. Hybrid Action Rule Mining Algorithm.

The Hybrid Action Rule Mining Algorithm involves the Association Action Rule ex-
traction algorithm in parallel on each of the sub-tables. The algorithm generates the fol-
lowing Action Rules Equation “ 5” based on the sub-table shown in table 4.

Table 4. Subtable for Action Rule Schema

X B C F G D

x1 B1 C1 F2 G1 D1

x3 B1 C1 F2 G3 D2

x6 B1 C1 F3 G1 D2

x8 B1 C1 F2 G3 D2

[B1 ∧ C1 ∧ (F,→ F1) ∧ (G,G3 → G1)]→ (D,D2 → D1). (5)

This Hybrid Action Rule algorithm is implemented in Spark [45] and runs separately
on each of the sub-table and performs the transformations like map(), flatmap(), join().
The method of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Our new Threshold algorithm method
Fig. 4

5.4 Modified Hybrid Action Rule Mining with Partition Threshold Rho

We propose a Modified Hybrid Action Rule Mining with Partition Threshold Rho which
provides scalability with big data. It presents a significant improvement over the previous
method - Hybrid Action Rule Mining, which has a major disadvantage. If the Size of the
Intermediate Table becomes very large it affects the performance and the scalability of
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Fig. 3. Hybrid Action Rule Mining Algorithm - Flowchart.

Fig. 4. Hybrid Action Rule Mining Algorithm( New Threshold) - Flowchart.
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Fig. 5. Hybrid Action Rule Mining with Threshold Algorithm.

this method. Our proposed new method solves this problem, as the Threshold ρ allows
the user to control the size of the table and it increases the computational speed.

Our proposed method - Modified Hybrid Action Rule Mining with Partition Threshold
Rho - is presented in the Fig. 5 and the proposed methodology is depicted in the Fig. 4.

6 Experiments and Results

In this work we use, student survey data which focus on student emotions. We applied the
data in all the three experiments and compared the Computational time. We also used a
sample of NPS (Net Promoter Score) data [18] for our experiments that aims to evaluate
Promoter Status. We applied NPS (Net Promoter Score) data for Vertical Split - Data
Distribution method only. See section IV. Dataset Description.

We compare our proposed method with the Vertical Split - Data Distribution for
Scalable Association Action Rules method and Hybrid Action Rule mining method. We
achieve faster computational time through our new proposed method for Student Survey
method.

6.1 Experiment 1 - Vertical Data Split Method Implementation in Spark
AWS Cluster

We perform this experiment on the Student Survey Data - using Amazon Web Services
(AWS) cluster with two nodes, 4 vCore and 16GiB memory and EBS Storage 64GiB. For
very large data this method requires additional resources. We find we must provide extra
32 Gigabytes of memory to complete computation on the replicated data in 2400 seconds.
Otherwise, the method receives OutOfMemory Exception with our replicated Student
Survey Data. This occurs because of iterative nature of the algorithm with large data that
causes computational overhead and requires extra hardware memory resources to work
successfully. This method only works for Association Action Rules because it considers
only subset of the attributes.

Selected Action Rules generated by this experiment are shown in table 5.
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The Action Rule 1 says that when GroupAssignmentBenefit changes from Shared-
Knowledge to SocialLearning and LikeTeamWork changes from 1Don’t to 5VeryMuch and
TeamMemberResponsibility changes from HelpfulMembers to ResponsibleMembers then
the StudentEmotion changes from Sadness to Joy. This shows that when the Student
likes TeamWork and the group contains Responsible TeamMembers and benefits from
GroupAssignment then it enhances the Student’s Emotion from Sadness to Joy.

We experiment with NPS (Net Promoter Score) Business data and extract Action
Rules from it using the Verticle Data Split Method. Sample results are shown in table
6. The Action Rule 1 says that when BenchmarkPartsOrderAccuracy changes from 3 to
10 then the PromoterStatus changes from Detractor to Promoter. This shows that when
a Customer enjoys good BenchmarkPartsOrderAccuracy then his/her Status is enhanced
from Detractor to Promoter. We have 62 percentage confidence in this rule. We plan to
continue this experiment with NPS (Net Promoter Score) Business data by applying the
Hybrid Method and Modified Hybrid Method with Partition Threshold Rho.

6.2 Experiment 2 - Hybrid Method Implementation in Spark AWS Cluster

We perform this experiment on the Student Survey Data with Hybrid Action Rule Min-
ing Method - using Amazon Web Services (AWS) cluster with two nodes, 4 vCore and
16GiB memory and EBS Storage 64GiB. This method takes 5088 seconds to complete
computation on our replicated Student Survey Data.

Selected Action Rules generated by this experiment are shown in 7 .

The Action Rule 1 in table 7 says when TeamSenseOfBelonging changes from 2Be-
lowAverageSenseofBelongingtotheTeam to 3AverageSenseofBelongingtotheTeam and the
NumberofTeamMembers changes from 5to7 to 10orMore then the StudentEmotion changes
from Sadness to Joy. This rule has support of 20 and confidence of 59%.This shows that
when the Student has an average sense of belonging to the Team and the team contains
10orMore members then it enhances the Student’s Emotion from Sadness to Joy.

6.3 Experiment 3 - Modified Hybrid Action Rule Mining with Partition
Threshold Rho Implementation in Spark AWS Cluster

We perform this experiment on the Student Survey Data with our proposed Modified
Hybrid Action Rule Mining Method - using Amazon Web Services (AWS) cluster with
two nodes, 4 vCore and 16GiB memory and EBS Storage 64GiB. Our proposed method
takes 3900 seconds to complete computation on the replicated Student Survey Data. We
experiment with 3 different Threshold values of ρ ::: 5, 10 and 15 and θ ::: 5, 10 and 15.

The runtime comparison for different Threshold values for two different thresholds θ
and ρ implemented on Student Survey data is shown in the below table 9

For Student Survey data Threshold value of ρ = 5 and θ = 15 provides optimum
performance.

Selected Action Rules generated by this method are shown in 8 .

The Action Rule 1 in table 8 says when TeamFormation changes from 2BelowAverage
to 4Perfect and the NumberofTeamMembers changes from 5to7 to 8to10 then the Studen-
tEmotion changes from Sadness to Joy. This rule has support of 21 and confidence of 62%.
This shows how having a good team and increased number of Team Members enhances a
Student’s Emotion from Sadness to Joy.
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Enhance Student Emotion - Sadness → Joy

1. AR1SadnesstoJoy : (GroupAssignmentBenefit,
SharedKnowledge → SocialLearning) ∧
(LikeTeamWork, 1Don′t → 5V eryMuch) ∧
(TeamMemberResponsibility,
HelpfulMembers → ResponsibleMembers) =⇒
(StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
100.0, Confidence : 75.0%]

2. AR2SadnesstoJoy :
(GroupAssignmentBenefit,None
→ None) ∧ (LikeTeamWork, 3Somewhat →
5V eryMuch) ∧ (TeamMemberResponsibility,
TechnicallyIneffectiveMembers →
FriendlyMembers)
=⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
100.0, Confidence : 50.0%]

3. AR3SadnesstoJoy :
(NumberofTeamMembers, 8to10
→ 10orMore) ∧ (LikeTeamWork, 3Somewhat →
5V eryMuch)∧(GroupAssignmentBenefit,None→
SocialLearning)
=⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
100.0, Confidence : 16.6%]

Table 5. Sample Action Rules ::: Sadness to Joy ::: - Student Survey Data - Vertical Data Split Method.

Enhance Customer Emotion - Detractor → Pro-
moter

1. AR1DetractortoPromoter :
(BenchmarkPartsOrderAccuracy, 3
→ 10) =⇒ (PromoterStatus,Detractor →
Promoter)[Support : 2.0, Confidence : 62.19%]

2. AR2DetractortoPromoter :
(BenchmarkPartsHowOrdersAreP laced, 2 →
4) ∧ (BenchmarkPartsOrderAccuracy, 3 → 10)
=⇒ (PromoterStatus,Detractor →
Promoter)[Support : 2.0, Confidence : 100.00%]

3. AR3DetractortoPromoter :
(BenchmarkPartsPartsAvailability, 4 →
9) ∧ (Division,WagnerHeavyEquipment −
Parts → WagnerHeavyEquipment − Parts)
=⇒ (PromoterStatus,Detractor →
Promoter)[Support : 2.0, Confidence : 79.48%]

Table 6. Sample Action Rules ::: Detractor to Promoter ::: - NPS (Net Promoter Score) Business data -
Vertical Data Split Method.
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Enhance Student Emotion - Sadness → Joy

1. AR1SadnesstoJoy : (TeamSenseofBelonging,
2BelowAverageSenseofBelongingtotheTeam →
3AverageSenseofBelongingtotheTeam) ∧
(NumberofTeamMembers, 5to7 →
10orMore) =⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness →
Joy)[Support : 20.0, Confidence : 59.0%]

2. AR2SadnesstoJoy :
(NumberofTeamMembers, 5to7
→ 8to10) ∧ (TeamWorkHelpedDiversity,
2Occasionally → 3Often) ∧
(GroupAssignmentBenefit,None → AllofThem)
=⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
20.0, Confidence : 100%]

3. AR3SadnesstoJoy :
(NumberofTeamMembers, 5to7 → 8to10) ∧
(GroupAssignmentBenefit,None →
SharedKnowledge) =⇒
(StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
34.0, Confidence : 85.0%]

Table 7. Sample Action Rules ::: Sadness to Joy ::: - Student Survey Data - Hybrid Method.

Enhance Student Emotion - Sadness → Joy

1. AR1SadnesstoJoy :
(TeamFormation, 2BelowAverage
→ 4Perfect) ∧ (NumberofTeamMembers, 5to7 →
8to10) =⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness →
Joy)[Support : 21.0, Confidence : 62.0%]

2. AR2SadnesstoJoy :
(LikeTeamWork, 1Don′t → 3Somewhat)
=⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
21.0, Confidence : 91.0%]

3. AR3SadnesstoJoy :
(NumberofTeamMembers, 5to7 → 8to10) ∧
(GroupAssignmentBenefit,None →
SocialLearning)
=⇒ (StudentEmotion, Sadness → Joy)[Support :
34.0, Confidence : 85.0%]

Table 8. Sample Action Rules ::: Sadness to Joy ::: - Student Survey Data - Hybrid Method with Threshold.
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Table 9. Threshold values - ρ and θ Run Time for Student Survey Data

Threshold Threshold Time in Second

5 5 447

5 10 355

5 15 352

10 5 452

10 10 643

10 15 455

15 5 354

15 10 354

15 15 353

6.4 Runtime Comparison of the above 3 implementations with respect to
Student Survey Data in Spark AWS Cluster

We compare the execution runtime of the above described implementations:Vertical Data
Split Method in Spark AWS Cluster, Hybrid Method Implementation in Spark AWS Clus-
ter and Hybrid Method with Threshold Implementation in Spark AWS Cluster. The run-
times are given in below table 10 .

Our proposed Hybrid Method with Threshold (Modified Hybrid Method with threshold
rho) shows improved performance over the previous Hybrid Method, and shows the best
performance with standard memory.

7 Conclusion

The ultra-connected world is generating massive volumes of data stored in a computer
database and cloud environment. These huge large datasets need to be analyzed in or-
der to extract useful knowledge and present it to decision makers for further use. Data
mining techniques and extracting patterns from large data plays a vital role in knowledge
discovery. Most of the decision makers encounter a large number of decision rules resulted
from action rules mining. Moreover, the volume of datasets brings a new challenges to
extract patterns - such as high cost of computing; or unreasonable time to extract the
relevant rules. However emotion analysis has been attracting researcher’s attention. Emo-
tions play a very important role in the lives of people all over the world. Today we have
multiple platforms available for electronic communication. The expansion of social media,
online surveys, customer surveys, blogs, industrial and educational data generates large
amounts of data. Hidden in the data are valuable insights on people’s opinions and their
emotions. We are searching for emotions in data - this can applied to Student Surveys as
well Customer Satisfactions opinions such as the NPS (Net Promoter Score) data.

Discovering emotions in text data through Action Rule Mining can benefit industries
[46], including Healtcare, Business, Social Media and Education. In this work we apply
our proposed method - Modified Hybrid Action Rule Mining with Partition Threshold
Rho to Student Survey Dataset and NPS (Net Promoter Score) business Dataset. In our
results we suggest ways for improving Customer Emotions that may be a Student or may
be a Business person. The Student Survey data contains student opinions regarding the
use of Active Learning methods, Teamwork and class experiences. The NPS data contains
the customer opinion regarding their service experience with the business. The discovered
Action Rules help to enhance the user Emotion from Negative to Positive and from Neutral
to Positive.

In general, there are many industrial solutions developed in recent years that are based
on aspect-based sentiment analysis and text analytics. However, we recognize the problem
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remains un-solved. Also, the research focus has been mainly on electronic products, hotels
and restaurants. There are still novel ideas needed to study specific domains. Domain
and context dependent sentiments remain to be highly challenging. Today, a completely
automated and accurate solution is yet to be found. At the same time, there is still a great
demand in industry domains for such systems, because every business wants to know how
customers perceive their products and services.

8 Future Work

Our proposed method improves the processing time. However, the quality of rules may
decrease. In the future, we plan to use Correlation of Attributes and run classical Clustering
Algorithm. This obtains optimal Vertical Partitioning which is flexible. We plan to apply
Agglomerative strategy to change levels of vertical partitions. We also plan to examine
the Quality of the Action Rules using F-Score.
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Method Time Taken

Vertical Data Split Method
* with additional resources:

32 GB cluster memory 2400 seconds
* with standard memory OutOfMemoryException

Hybrid Method 5088 seconds

Modified Hybrid Action Rule Mining
with Partition Threshold Rho 3900 seconds

Table 10. Runtime Comparison of the above 3 implementations with respect to Student Survey Data.

Method Time Taken

Vertical Data Split Method
* with additional resources: 32 GB cluster memory 2400 seconds

* with standard memory OutOfMemoryException

Hybrid Method 5088 seconds

Modified Hybrid Method 4002 seconds

Table 11. Runtime Comparison of the above 3 implementations with respect to NPS Data.
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